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We’re all on a budget these days, even in the world of scrapbooking. 
In fact, being on a budget is one of the reasons I chose to do digital 
scrapping over paper – it’s much more affordable. That said, I seem 
to have purchased more than my share of digital scrapbooking kits 
and still I’ve managed to stay under my scrapping budget. My 
external hard drives are bursting at the seams, yet again and 
again I go back to my very favorite kits. Maybe it’s the colors or 
the unbelievable elements, but more often it’s the papers that keep 
me returning. I find that after designing a few layouts with the 
same kit, though, I usually begin to run out of ways to make each 
new layout look unique. So, in search of ways to stretch my digital 
scrapping kits, I called upon the creative powers-that-be and 
voila!–here I am, excitedly sharing with you a few favorite new 
tricks! 

First, I began experimenting with different tools in Photoshop, 
and found that blending two papers gives you a totally new look! 
It’s easy and fun to do, and really enables you to make fresher 
looking layouts with the same papers and elements. 

So, how do you blend papers you ask? Start by opening a new 
layout in your favorite program and drag your first paper onto 
your canvas holding down your Shift key to center it. Then, choose 
another paper that looks different from the first, and drag that 
paper to your new layout as well. Here is where the fun comes 
in…make sure the top layer is selected and change the blending 
mode until you find one that really strikes your fancy. Then, play 

with the opacity of that layer to get a smooth blended look. You can 
try rotating one or both of the papers for different outcomes. Your 
two blended papers should begin to look like a brand new paper 
that still matches the colors of your kit.

Another great way to stretch your papers is to make a “patchwork” 
quilt with a few different papers from the kit. This is especially 
fun when you use contrasting colors or patterned paper and add 
stitching around the edges. I love to take the solids and mix them 
with the patterned papers to make patchwork creations–from 
small squares, to larger squares, and even some random shapes all 
stitched down to a solid paper.

Now, on to the elements. Some kits come with the greatest 
elements, but after using them in several layouts, they tend to 
become overused. I love kits that come with completely versatile 
elements that you can either connect, layer, or blend. Once I 
connected a ribbon with a metal element to make it look like a 
hanging ornament. Another time I wove frames around each other 
making a completely new frame. My favorite new element is 
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Combine these papers... to achieve this new look!
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With these tricks in mind, try revisiting a kit 
you haven’t used in a while and re-examine 
its contents. You may find you’re struck with 
renewed vision. Whatever you choose to do 
with your kit, the possibilities are endless! If 
you find that making your old kits new again 
is working for your budget, let us know and 
we might feature your layouts in an upcoming 
newsletter.

a vertical ribbon made from paper, and it’s so easy to do. I just create a ribbon shape, then drag the paper that I want to use above the shape and 
hit “Ctrl + G” (Command + G on a Mac) or on earlier versions of Photoshop, try “Ctrl + Alt + G” to clip the paper to the ribbon shape. This 
technique is called a Clipping Mask and is one of the easiest ways to make new items with shapes or elements and paper.

Stretch That Kit (continued)

“I Love You More”
By Ingeborg Katers

Backgroundpaper paper Gypsy Chic, 
combined with Seasons of Enchantment paper by 

Doris Castle of ScrapbookGraphics
Brown fairies by Blushbutter

Secret Garden by 
Sussie M. of ScrapbookGraphics

Moon by Lorie Davison of ScrapbookGraphics

Layering backgrounds 
for a NEW look!

http://www.scrapbookgraphics.com/photopost/showphoto.php?photo=52373&cat=3234
http://shop.scrapbookgraphics.com/product.php?productid=23575&cat=0&page=2
http://shop.scrapbookgraphics.com/product.php?productid=23608&cat=0&page=2
http://shop.scrapbookgraphics.com/manufacturers.php?manufacturerid=8
http://www.blushbutter.com/
http://shop.scrapbookgraphics.com/product.php?productid=23005&cat=0&page=1
http://shop.scrapbookgraphics.com/product.php?productid=23005&cat=0&page=1
http://shop.scrapbookgraphics.com/manufacturers.php?manufacturerid=39

